SPIRIT BREAK OUT

Intro: E /// F# /// G#m /// B/D# ///

Verse 1:
E F# G#m
Our father, all of heaven roars your name
B/D# E
Sing louder, let this place erupt with praise
F# G#m
Can you hear it, the sound of heaven touching earth
G#m E
The sound of heaven touching earth

Chorus:
E F#
Spirit break out
G#m B/D#
Break our walls down
E F#
Spirit break out
G#m B/D#
Heaven come down

Verse 2:
King Jesus, you're the name we're lifting high
Your glory, shaking up the earth and skies
Revival, we want to see your kingdom here
We want to see your kingdom here

Alternative chords for Verse 2:
E C#m G#m
King Jesus, you're the name we're lifting high
B E
Your glory, shaking up the earth and skies
C#m G#m /// B
Revival, we want to see your kingdom here
B
We want to see your kingdom here
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